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Angels

Content

Sweetness

Rejoice

Heartstrings

Generous

Angelic Vision

Angel’s Bouquet

Solace

Pray
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Whimsy Chicks

Lil’ Birdie

Pretty, Pretty

Love Nourishes

Your Wish

BFF

Worthy

Land That I Love

Hummingbirds

Tree Love
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About the Artist
From an early age, I felt compelled
to draw and paint, often with
encouragement of my teachers and
family. As I grew up into a practical
young woman, I began to think that
painting was something one did for
enjoyment, not as a serious career.
My head told me to be practical,
but my heart told me another story.
Eventually I followed my heart and
made the switch to Fine Art in
college.
In 1994, Kevin,
my
husband,
and I took a
leap of faith
and started a
wholesale
business selling
my
framed
o r i g i n a l
watercolors to
retailers across
the nation. I
b e c a m e
overwhelmed by
the “business” side of our company,
Primitive Folk, and found little
time to paint. However, in 1997
that all changed when agent Linda
McDonald introduced me to
licensing. Licensing my art meant I
would get back to the creative side
of my business, painting. We began
a professional and personal
relationship that has brought
prosperity to each and hundreds of
products to consumers hungry for
my artwork. Products range from
greeting cards and calendars to
resin figurines and quilting fabric.

how my art has grown and
transformed along the way. I went
from painting small 5×5 and 5×7
loosely painted watercolors without
much detail in the early days, to
larger more detailed and colorful
watercolor paintings and now onto
acrylic painted over collaged
papers. My subject matter varies
from country teddy bears and
gardening to whimsy chicks, folk
angels and Early American folk art.
I love all
styles
and
mediums; as
long as I’m
creating, I’m
happy.

M o s t
importantly,
and always
first in my
life is my
faith
and
family. I am
a happy wife
and mother of two amazing young
men and step mom to a beautiful
young woman. I am blessed to have
been able to "be my own boss"
while the kids were growing up so I
could take time off when ever I was
needed; whether it was for a field
trip, a classroom party or to nurse a
sick child back to health. I want to
give special thanks to my husband
and best friend, Kevin, for his
unwavering encouragement and
support throughout the years. I
believe God has guided my career,
bringing opportunities and special
people my way in order to share the
It has been an interesting ride so far talent He gave me with the world.
and particularly interesting to see
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Thank You
for considering my art for your
beautiful products.
Please contact me with any questions
you may have,
Teresa Kogut, Inc.
9109 Slyker Rd
Otisville NI 48463
ph 810.515.7736
fx 810.653.9389
teresakogut@yahoo.com
www.teresakogut.com
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